Behringer
Threaded Support Rod
TSR001

**Size Range:** 3/8" outside diameter to 1" outside diameter with different rod lengths and connection threads available.

**Hardware Material:** 304 or 316 Stainless Steel; Carbon or Electro-Zinc Plated Carbon Steel

**Ordering:** To identify the proper thread refer to the "Thread" column on CHT Threaded Mount Hanger or the Hang Nut column on Fig.201. Then use the Threaded Support Rod part number configurator located on this page.

**Installations:** Thread the rod into housing. Cut the rod in the field to proper length. Field weld the rod to support structure. The rod can also be used in combination with the Telescopic Base Stand, Telescopic Adjusting Stanchion (Hang Mount) or Telescopic Adjusting Stanchion (Floor Mount) Stand. This combination will allow the support to be adjusted telescopically to the tube or pipe elevation.

Contact Us: 973-948-0226 or www.behringersystems.com